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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a new secure route discovery
protocol for MANETs that overcomes the vulnerabilities
of Ariadne and EndairA, due to hidden channel attacks.
It uses ’authentic neighborhood’ for route discovery pro-
cess which potentially protects hidden channels of rout-
ing control packets, besides ensuring authenticity and in-
tegrity of routing control messages at hop-by-hop level.
This authentic neighborhood is augmented by a process
of traceability which uses promiscuous mode of a node to
detect, diagnose and isolate the adversarial nodes, that
disrupt the route discovery process. We observe, from the
comparative analysis of the proposed protocol with Ari-
adne and EndiarA, that the proposed protocol has a bal-
ance between security and computational overhead. Se-
curity analysis and formal verification, through extended
BAN logic and AVISPA toolkit, shows that the proposed
protocol is safe against the vulnerabilities identified in
Ariadne and EndairA, due to unprotected hidden chan-
nels.
Keywords: Hidden channel attacks, plausible route,
promiscuous mode, secure route discovery, tunnelling at-
tack

1 Introduction

Several route discovery protocols, found in the literature
[17, 20, 22, 23, 24], focus on efficiency and adaptability
issues. Some routing protocols [12, 13, 14, 21, 26, 29]
address security issues. Hu et al. [15] have proposed
Aridane as a secure on demand routing protocol, using
various cryptographic techniques. However, it has been
proved insecure to hidden channel and replay attacks by
Mike Burmester et al. [7]. Buttyan Vajda and Acs et
al. [1, 2, 3, 8] have specifically addressed the security as-
pects of route discovery protocols in MANETs and sug-
gested EndairA [3] protocol to avoid the vulnerabilities of

Ariadne [15]. Hidden channel attack is a kind of worm
hole attack which uses the fields carrying random val-
ues, in routing control packets. On the other hand, worm
hole attack uses out-of-band resources, such as wire line,
long range wireless transmission, or optical link to em-
bed and convey signature information among adversarial
nodes [19]. The outcome of hidden channel and worm-hole
attacks result in the establishment of non-plausible routes,
which shortens the actual route by removing the non ad-
versarial intermediate nodes. In this manner, the vulnera-
bility of Ariadne and EndairA, to hidden channel attacks,
has been proved in [7]. In the proposals cited above, hid-
den channels of the routing control packets are uncov-
ered and exploited to achieve attacks. Mike Burmester
et al. [7] have also suggested the inclusion of traceability,
for finding out plausible routes, during MANET route
discovery process. We have defined traceability as a mon-
itoring and identification mechanism in this paper which
helps to find out plausible routes and avoid hidden chan-
nel attacks. In this paper, we propose a new secure route
discovery protocol which overcomes the hidden channel
attacks of Ariadne and EndairA, by employing authentic
neighborhood and traceability mechanisms. In our view,
the proposed protocol is novel and unique one to protect
hidden channels and to prevent worm hole and hidden
channel attacks, thereby ensuring plausible routes, dur-
ing route discovery process in MANETs. Our proposed
protocol, when compared with Ariadne and EndairA, has
the following advantages:

1) it makes use of authentic neighborhood for route dis-
covery process and thus, protects hidden channels;

2) it secures route request contents and path informa-
tion in a hop-by-hop manner in an uncompromised
way, by preserving hidden channels; and

3) it integrates authentication and key agreement
among source and target nodes along route discov-
ery process, by using Elliptic Curve Digital Signa-
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ture Algorithm (ECDSA) [16, 28] and Elliptic Curve
Diffie-Hellman (ECDH) Algorithm [11].

Our traceability technique helps to achieve plausible
route discovery, besides identifying and avoiding adver-
sarial nodes. Thus, it is suited to any wireless network in
general and MANET in particular, which specifies privacy
as a Quality of Service requirement.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Sec-
tion 2, we present the notation, assumptions, adversarial
model, framework and algorithm of the proposed pro-
tocol. Section 3 presents the description of the pro-
posed protocol. Section 4 presents security analysis of the
proposed protocol under various attack scenarios. For-
mal verification proof using extended BAN and AVISPA
toolkit are given in Section 5. Section 6 presents compar-
ative analysis on computational overhead. Trade-off be-
tween security and computational overhead of proposed
protocol with Ariadne and EndairA, are discussed in Sec-
tion 7 and Section 8 concludes the paper.

2 Proposed Protocol

The objective of the proposed protocol is to secure a
route discovery process, by implementing security mech-
anisms to protect hidden channels and prevent hidden
channel attacks. Possible hidden channel attacks, in the
route discovery process of Ariadne and EndairA, are of
the following types: Active 1-2, Active 2-2 and an at-
tack on the signature version of Ariadne, and tunneling
attack [2, 3, 8, 10]. We suggest a mechanism to prevent
these possible attacks, identify and avoid malicious nodes
during route discovery process. And the mechanism con-
sists of

• maintaining a monitor table as shown in Figure 4 by
each of the nodes and it is filled with specific fields
from the received RREQ and RREP packets;

• correctness of the route reply (RREP) packet prop-
agation is monitored by verifying the routing infor-
mation sent by the predecessor node with the stored
information in its monitor table;

• verification is done with respect to the contents of
the monitor table;

• information on the identified malicious node is prop-
agated by broadcasting an alarm message;

• alarm acceptance message must be send by upstream
nodes of the discovered path, excluding the alarm
sender;

• based on the successful verification of both alarm
and alarm acceptance messages, malicious node is re-
moved from the authentic neighborhood of its neigh-
bors;

• in case, RREP packet reaches the source node before
the arrival of alarm and alarm acceptance messages,
source immediately holds back or terminates the path
based on the validity of the received alarm and alarm
acceptance messages; and

• if no such alarm messages are reported, then it indi-
cates that the path from source to target is plausible
and secure with respect to various types of wormhole
and hidden channel attacks.

In this section, we present notation, assumptions, adver-
sarial model, framework and pseudo codes of the proposed
protocol.

2.1 Notation

Table 1 is the notation used in our protocol.

Table 1: Notation used in our protocol

Notation Description

RREP() Route Request Packet
RREP() Route Reply Packet

ECDH Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman
ECDSA Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm
ECDLP Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem

‖ Concatenation operator
α Number of intermediate nodes except

source and target
(S,T) (Source, Target) pair of route

discovery process
H( ) Secure oneway hash function

HMAC Keyed message authentication code function
Msg Represents the corresponding

message flows between nodes
CertX Certified Token of Node X

TRREQ Timestamp, RREQ() generation time
σ, σ′ Signature

PubX , P riX Public and Private key of Node X
KXY Symmetric secret key generated

between Node X and Y using ECDH
Sign() Signature Generation Algorithm

Verify() Signature Verification Algorithm
MAC Message Authentication Code

2-hop ID Predecessor of a current node which is
in 2-hop distance through which route
request packet has arrived

Nodelist List of nodes via RREQ() packet has traversed

2.2 Assumptions

We assume that the base protocol is an on-demand route
discovery protocol and all wireless links in the network
are bidirectional. It is also assumed that all the nodes
have enough computational power to perform ECC based
functions. Each node maintains a list of authentic neigh-
bors. And their relative positions are in reachable range.
RREQ() packets are propagated via authentic neighbor
nodes through unicast manner. Authentic neighbor nodes
in the MANET share pairwise symmetric key with each
other. Newly joining node can establish a symmetric key
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with others, using ECDH by authenticating each others
certified token. An authentic neighborhood (Figure 1)
of a particular node in MANET is a collection of nodes
and each node must be authenticated and established a
symmetric key with that particular MANET node, using
ECDSA and ECDH [11]. The neighborhood table of each
such MANET node consists certified token and symmetric
key of its authentic neighbors. RREQ packet propagation
via authentic neighborhood ensures data origin authentic-
ity and data integrity, of the received RREQ messages in a
hop-by-hop level. This is highly required for MANET en-
vironment. Each node keeps a monitor table. This is filled
during route discovery process in its format, as shown in
Table 2. We assume that there is a secure way to update
such details. Monitor table helps to identify maliciously
behaving nodes, during route discovery phase.

Table 2: Structure of a proposed monitor table

(Source, Target)
Timestamp
2-hopID
Nodelist

Figure 1: Authentic neighborhood

2.3 Adversarial Model

Adversarial model is essential to evaluate the design of the
protocol, by modeling variety of known attacks. Evalu-
ation of the proposed protocol, under such attacks, en-
sures its design robustness. We use the adversarial model
shown, in Figure 2, to emulate attacks found in Ariadne
and EndairA [2, 3, 10] and to evaluate our protocol de-
sign.

Analysis, focusing on Araidne [2, 8] and EndairA [3],
reveals that the aim of attackers is to manipulate hid-
den channels such as nodelist, route request identifier
and other fields which carry random values on rout-

Figure 2: Adversarial model

ing control packets during route discovery process to es-
tablish non-plausible route. Therefore, attacks are ex-
ploited successfully by suppressing original RREQ() and
RREP() packets, with fake ones by embedding appro-
priate MACs and digital signatures in hidden channels.
Though the attacker succeeds in generating signature, us-
ing non-plausible Nodelist, yet it requires the plausible
path to forward the RREP() and make the source node
to accept the discovered non-plausible path, as a plausi-
ble one. Taking our protocol design into consideration,
we confirm a node as malicious one when

• it violates the secure routing protocol specification in
general and in specific

• it changes RREP() contents before forwarding the
same to its downstream neighbor.

Therefore, in our adversarial model as in [18], we con-
sider that there is, at least, one honest intermediate node
between adversarial Nodes X and Y of a given route, such
that it can be useful to emulate hidden channel attacks
during route discovery process.

2.4 Framework of the Proposed Protocol

Proposed protocol framework is shown in Figure 3. Gen-
erally, threats have been exploited in MANET routing
protocols both at route discovery and data forwarding
phases. Our solution framework has 3 components as fol-
lows.

1) authentic neighborhood, to avoid impersonation and
man-in-the-middle attacks;

2) authentication and key agreement(AKA) between
source and target nodes, to protect data forwarding
phase; and

3) tracing technique, to avoid and to identify malicious
nodes which perform routing misbehaviour.

2.5 Algorithm of the Proposed Protocol

The proposed protocol operates in two phases namely,
route request and route reply phases. During route re-
quest phase, source initiates the route discovery process.
It unicasts RREQ() to its authentic one-hop neighbors as
per the format given in Table 3. Any authentic one-hop
neighbor node that receives the RREQ(), verifies the same
for its source authenticity and data integrity, and, in turn,
it forwards the RREQ() by including the newly computed
keyed hash over the received route request contents to its
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Figure 3: Framework of the proposed protocol

authentic one-hop neighbors. It also updates its monitor
table entries for backward tracking, which will be used
to monitor and identify maliciously behaving nodes, dur-
ing route reply propagation. Likewise, RREQ() reaches
the target node of the route discovery process. Then, it
selects the secure and shortest route among the multiple
ones.

Table 3: Format of the proposed RREQ packet

(Source, Target)
Timestamp
CertSource

(HMAC, HMAC)
Nodelist

Table 4: Format of the proposed RREP packet

(Source, Target)
Timestamp
CertTarget

Nodelist
HMACNodelist

HMACRREP

And during the route reply phase, the complete route is
carried in the RREP() and its format is given in Table 4.
Upon receiving the RREP() packet, receiving node veri-
fies the keyed hash, computed on Nodelist, to ensure one-
hop source authenticity and data integrity. Based on the
validity of the received RREP(), it unicasts the updated
RREP() to its downstream node. After unicasting the
RREP(), it monitors the RREP(), forwarded by its down-
stream neighbor, under promiscuous mode and makes use
of its monitor table to identify the maliciously behaving
forwarding node.The description of the proposed protocol
is given in Section 3.

Algorithms from 1 to 6 outline the pseudo code of the
proposed protocol which is based on Figure 4. Algorithm
6 describe various cases of monitoring and identification
process.

Table 5: Proposed alarm message format

(Source,Target)
Timestamp
Malicious Node ID
Modified Nodelist
σ
CertAlarmSender

Table 6: Proposed alarm acceptance message format

(Source,Target)
Timestamp
σ′
CertAlarmAcceptanceSender

Algorithm 1 Pseudo code: RREQ initialization by
source Node S

Begin
Initiates Route Discovery through authentic neighbor-
hood();
End

Algorithm 2 Pseudo code: RREQ() processing at inter-
mediate node

Begin
Processes RREQ()
Propagates RREQ() through its authentic neighbor-

hood();
End

Algorithm 3 Pseudo code: RREQ() processing at target
node

Begin
Processes RREQ();
Generates and Unicasts RREP();
Switches to Monitoring and identification Routine();

End

Algorithm 4 Pseudo code: RREP() processing at inter-
mediate node

Begin
Processes RREP();
Modifies and Unicasts RREP();
Switches to Monitoring and identification Routine();

End

Algorithm 5 Pseudo code: RREP() processing at source
node

Begin
Processes RREP();

End
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Algorithm 6 Pseudo code: Monitoring and identification
routine

Begin
Case 1: Node which already sent RREP() to

its downstream node and is listening in promis-
cuous mode.
If (it receives RREP() from its downstream node

through promiscuous listening within a given time
threshold)

Compares Nodelist and 2-hop ID obtained through
promiscuous listening with its Monitor table content.

If (there is no semantic change) switches off its promis-
cuous mode.

Else, broadcasts alarm message as per format given
in Table 5.
Else, broadcasts alarm message as per format given in
Table 5.
Case 2: Upstream node which receives the

alarm message
If (it is not a Target node)

Checks whether it has already processed RREP()
corresponding to this alarm message

If not, it just broadcasts the alarm message
Else it, verifies alarm message for nodelist validation

with its monitor table content.
If alarm message is valid, it broadcasts alarm

acceptance message as per format given in Table 6
Else Discards alarm message
It broadcasts alarm acceptance message after suc-

cessful verification of alarm message
Case 3: Downstream node which receives the

alarm message
If (malicious node is in its authentic neighborhood)

It checks whether it has processed RREQ() and
RREP() corresponding to this alarm message or not.

If (it has processed only RREQ()), it verifies alarm
message and waits for an alarm acceptance message and
holds back the RREP() packet without processing.

If (it has processed RREQ() and RREP()), it ver-
ifies alarm message and waits for an alarm acceptance
message to confirm.
Else, broadcasts the alarm message.
Case 4: Downstream node which already pro-

cesses alarm message and waits for an alarm ac-
ceptance message
If (verification of alarm acceptance message is success-
ful), removes malicious node from authentic neighbor-
hood and discards RREP() packet.
Else, it unicasts the RREP() and discards alarm and

alarm acceptance messages.
End

3 Description of the Proposed
Protocol

1) Route Request Phase:
In this section, proposed route discovery protocol is
explained based on the path given in Figure 4. Source
S initiates route discovery towards target T. Nodes
(S,A,X,B,C,Y,D,T) are authentic neighbors to each
other. We illustrate, diagrammatically, the route re-
quest packet propagation of the proposed algorithm
in a step by step process through Msg1 to Msg7.

Figure 4: Sample path

• Step 1. At Node S
Node S sends Msg1 to Node A and fills its mon-
itor table as in Table 7.

Table 7: Monitor table of Node S
Source, Target (S,T)
Timestamp TRREQ

2-hop ID -
Nodelist

S
Msg1−−−→ A: ((S, T ), TRREQ, CertS , (HMACA), ())

where HMACA = H((S ‖ T ‖ TRREQ ‖
CertA ‖ A),KSA) to A.

Node A checks whether Node S is in its
authentic neighborhood or not. If it is not,
it rejects the RREQ() message. It verifies
HMACA of the received message, by com-
puting HMAC, using (S, T, TRREQ, CertS)
parameters from Msg1, its own identity and
symmetric key shared with Node S, from which
it has received RREQ(). Thus, Node A com-
pares H((S ‖ T ‖ TRREQ ‖ CertA ‖ A),KAS)
with HMACA of Msg1 for validity. If it is
identical, Node A fills its monitor table as
given in Table 8. Nodelist entry of the monitor
table will be filled after receiving the respective
RREP().

Table 8: Monitor table of Node A
Source, Target (S,T)
Timestamp TRREQ

2-hop ID S
Nodelist

Further, Node A compares it target identity
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of the route request packet with its own iden-
tity to generate RREP() if it is intended for
itself. Node A finds A 6= T , therefore, Node
A computes HMACX = H((HMACA ‖ S ‖
X), KAX) and enters identity of Node S in
Nodelist field of RREQ() and sends Msg2 to
Node X for propagation.

A
Msg2−−−→ X : ((S, T ), TRREQ, CertS ,

(HMACA,HMACX), (S)).

• Step 2. At Node X
On receiving Msg2, Node X checks whether
Node A is in its authentic neighborhood or not.
If it is not in its authentic neighborhood, it re-
jects Msg2. Else, it computes H((HMACA ‖
S ‖ X),KXA), using received HMACA, latest
entry of the Nodelist (i.e. Node S), its own iden-
tity and symmetric key shared with the Node
A, from which it receives RREQ(). The lat-
est entry of the Nodelist (i.e., Node S) indicates
the 2-hop ID of Node X which is ensured by its
predecessor node (i.e., Node A). During route
reply propagation, Node X monitors whether
Node A is forwarding to the same 2-hop Node S
or not. In this way, each intermediate node,
including target node of the route discovery
process, records its 2-hop downstream neighbor
node through which RREQ() propagates. Like-
wise, each intermediate node, including target
node, monitors the correctness of its immediate
downstream neighbor node’s forwarding behav-
ior.
Node X compares H((HMACA ‖ S ‖
X), KXA) with HMACX of Msg2 for correct-
ness. If integrity check holds, Node X fills its
monitor table as in Table 9. Else, Node X re-
jects Msg2.

Table 9: Monitor table of Node X
Source, Target (S,T)
Timestamp TRREQ

2-hop ID S
Nodelist

Further, it finds T 6= X. Therefore, it com-
putes keyed hash HMACB = H((HMACX ‖ A
‖ B), KXB) and enters the identity of Node A,
in Nodelist field of RREQ() and sends Msg3 to
Node B to propagate RREQ() packets.

X
Msg3−−−→ B : (S, T, TRREQ, CertS ,

(HMACX ,HMACB), (S, A)).

• Step 3. At Node B
On receiving Msg3, Node B checks whether

Node X is in its authentic neighborhood or not.
If it is not, it rejects Msg3. Else, it computes
H((HMACX ‖ A ‖ B), KBX) as mentioned in
Step 2 and compares with HMACB of Msg3 for
validity. If integrity check fails, Node B rejects
Msg3. If the integrity check holds, Node B fills
its monitor table as in Table 10.

Table 10: Monitor table of Node B
Source, Target (S,T)
Timestamp TRREQ

2-hop ID A
Nodelist

Node B also compares the target identity of
the RREQ() packet with its own identity, to
format the RREP(), if it matches. Node B
finds T 6= B and Node B computes keyed hash
HMACC = H((HMACB ‖ X ‖ C),KBC),
and enters the identity of Node X, in Nodelist
field of RREQ(), and sends Msg4 to Node C for
RREQ() propagation.

B
Msg4−−−→ C : ((S, T ), TRREQ, CertS ,

(HMACB ,HMACC), (S,A, X)).

• Step 4. At Node C
On receiving Msg4, Node C checks whether
Node B is in its authentic neighborhood or not.
If it is not, it rejects Msg4. Else, it computes
H((HMACB ‖ X ‖ C),KCB) as mentioned in
Step 2 and compares with HMACC of Msg4 for
validity. If integrity check fails, Node C rejects
Msg4. If integrity check holds, Node C fills its
monitor table as given in Table 11.

Table 11: Monitor table of Node C
Source, Target (S,T)
Timestamp TRREQ

2-hop ID X
Nodelist

Further, Node C compares the target identity of
the RREQ() with its own identity to format the
RREP(), if it matches. It finds C 6= T , there-
fore, it computes HMACY = H((HMACC ‖
B ‖ Y ),KCY ) and enters the identity of Node
B, in Nodelist field of RREQ(), and sends Msg5
to Node Y for propagation.

C
Msg5−−−→ Y : ((S, T ), TRREQ, CertS ,

(HMACC , HMACY ), (S, A,X, B)).

• Step 5. At Node Y
On receiving Msg5, Node Y checks whether
Node C is in its authentic neighborhood or not.
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If it is not, it rejects Msg5. Else, it com-
putes keyed hash H((HMACC ‖ B ‖ Y ),KY C)
as mentioned in Step 2 and compares with
HMACY of Msg5 for validity. If integrity check
fails, Node Y rejects Msg5. If integrity check
holds, Node Y fills its monitor table as in Ta-
ble 12.

Table 12: Monitor table of Node Y
Source, Target (S,T)
Timestamp TRREQ

2-hop ID B
Nodelist

Further, Node Y finds Y 6= T , therefore, it com-
putes keyed hash HMACD = H((HMACY ‖
C ‖ D),KY D) and enters the identity of Node
C in Nodelist field of RREQ(), and sends Msg6
to Node D for RREQ() propagation.

Y
Msg6−−−→ D : ((S, T ), TRREQ, CertS ,

(HMACY ,HMACD), (S,A, X, B,C)).

• Step 6. At Node D
On receiving Msg6, Node D checks whether
Node Y is in its authentic neighborhood or not.
If it is not, it rejects Msg6. Else, it computes
H((HMACY ‖ C ‖ D),KDY ) as mentioned in
Step 2 and compares with HMACD of Msg6 for
validity. If integrity check fails, Node D rejects
Msg6. If integrity check holds, Node D fills its
monitor Table 13 as shown below.

Table 13: Monitor table of Node D
Source, Target (S,T)
Timestamp TRREQ

2-hop ID C
Nodelist

Further, Node D finds D 6= T and computes
keyed hash HMACT = H((HMACD ‖ Y ‖
T ),KDT ), and enters the identity of Node Y,
from which it receives the valid RREQ() in
Nodelist field of RREQ(), and sends Msg7 to
Node T for RREQ() propagation.

D
Msg7−−−→ T : ((S, T ), TRREQ, CertS ,

(HMACD,HMACT ), (S, A, X,B,C, Y )).

2) Route Reply Phase
We describe here route reply propagation of the pro-
posed protocol through Msg8 to Msg14.

• Step 7. At Node T
On receiving Msg7, Node T checks whether
Node D is in its authentic neighborhood or not.

If it is not, it rejects Msg7. Else, it computes it
H((HMACD ‖ Y ‖ T ),KTD) as mentioned in
Step 2 and compares with HMACT of Msg7 for
validity. If integrity check fails, Node T rejects
Msg7. If integrity check holds, Node T includes
the identity of both Node D and its own iden-
tity in Nodelist of the received RREQ(), and
fills Nodelist field of its monitor table as given
in Table 14.

Table 14: Monitor table of Node T
Source, Target (S,T)
Timestamp TRREQ

2-hop ID Y
Nodelist (S, A, X, B, C, Y, D, T)

Moreover, Node T finds its identity match with
the target node of the route request packet.
It verifies CertS to validate the authenticity
of source S, using the public key of trusted
third party PubTTP , and computes secret key
KTS(KST ) = PriT ·PubS with respect to source
S.

It also computes HMACNodelist = H(Nodelist,
KTD) and HMACRREP = H((S ‖ T ‖ TRREP

‖ Nodelist), KTS). Then, Node T formats
RREP() as per the format shown in Table 4 and
sends Msg8 to Node D.

T
Msg8−−−→ D : ((S, T ), TRREQ, CertT ,

(S, A, X,B,C, Y, D, T ),
HMACNodelist,HMACRREP ).

Immediately after unicasting the RREP(),
Node T enters into promiscuous mode to
monitor Node D’s activity.

• Step 8. At Node D
On receiving Msg8, Node D verifies the validity
of Msg8 by checking the presence of RREP()
parameters ((S, T ), TRREQ), in its monitor ta-
ble. If they are not present, it simply re-
jects the received route reply message. Else,
it confirms the presence of its own identity in
the Nodelist and checks its upstream node (T)
and downstream (Y) neighbor node identities
from Nodelist of Msg8. If there is a change in
the upstream and downstream neighbour nodes
identities, it simply rejects the RREP(). Else,
it computes H((S ‖ A ‖ X ‖ B ‖ C ‖
Y ‖ D ‖ T ),KDT ) and compares it with
HMACNodelist of Msg8. If integrity check fails,
it rejects RREP(). Else, Node D computes
HNodelist = H((Nodelist),KDY ) and sends
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Msg9 to Node Y.

D
Msg9−−−→ Y : ((S, T ), TRREQ, CertT ,

(S, A,X, B, C, Y, D, T ),
HMACNodelist,HMACRREP ).

In the meantime, Node T listens Node D’s for-
warding behavior through promiscuous mode
and checks its monitor table content (Table 14)
against the received message Msg9. As per our
protocol design, if Node T does not receive the
forwarded RREP message from Node D, within
a time threshold (t+delta), it flags Node D to be
malicious, by broadcasting an alarm message.
If Node T receives RREP() within a given time
threshold, at first, it checks 2-hop ID of Ta-
ble 14 with destination ID of Msg9 (i.e., Node
Y) and both must be same to ensure the cor-
rect forwarding operation of Node D. Secondly,
it computes hash over Nodelist of Table 14 and
Nodelist of Msg9 separately and compares them
for validity. Both should be same to ensure
Nodelist immutability and ensure Node D’s cor-
rect forwarding behavior. Apart from these val-
idations, Node T compares ((S, T ), TRREQ) of
Msg9 with contents of same entries of Table 14
and should be identical. If any one of these val-
idation fails, Node T flags Node D as malicious
and broadcasts alarm message as per the format
shown in Table 5.
In brief, as per our adversarial model, as an
honest node, Node T judges Node D as non-
malicious, due to the following: ((S, T ), TRREQ)
of Msg9 matches with contents of Table 14.
And the identity of downstream neighbor of
Node D (Node Y) to which Node D sends the
RREP() is identical to the identity of Node T’s
2-hop ID (Node Y). And the hash over Nodelist
of Msg9 is also identical to hash over Nodelist
stored in Node T’s monitor table (Table 14).
Therefore, Node T confirms that Node D
forwards Msg9 without any modification.

• Step 9. At Node Y
Likewise, on receiving Msg9 as a RREP(),
Node Y evaluates it, as explained in Step 8
and sends Msg10, to its immediate downstream
neighbor Node C.

Y
Msg10−−−−→ C : ((S, T ), TRREQ, CertT ,

(S, A,X, B, C, Y, D, T ),
HMACNodelist,HMACRREP ).

where HMACNodelist = H(Nodelist, KY C).

• Step 10. At Node C
On receiving Msg10, Node C processes it, as

explained in Step 8 and sends Msg11 as RREP()
to Node B.

C
Msg11−−−−→ B : ((S, T ), TRREQ, CertT ,

(S, A, X,B,C, Y, D, T ),
HMACNodelist,HMACRREP ).

where HMACNodelist = H(Nodelist,KCB).

• Step 11. At Node B
After receiving Msg11, Node B evaluates it, as
detailed in Step 8 and sends Msg12 as RREP
to Node X.

B
Msg12−−−−→ X : ((S, T ), TRREQ, CertT ,

(S, A, X,B,C, Y, D, T ),
HMACNodelist,HMACRREP ).

where HMACNodelist = H(Nodelist,KBX).

• Step 12. At Node X
Node X processes Msg12, as elaborated in Step 8
and sends Msg13 as RREP() to Node A.

X
Msg13−−−−→ A : ((S, T ), TRREQ, CertT ,

(S, A, X,B,C, Y, D, T ),
HMACNodelist,HMACRREP ).

where HMACNodelist = H(Nodelist,KXA).

• Step 13. At Node A
On receiving Msg13, Node A processes it, as
explained in Step 8 and sends Msg14 to Node S.

A
Msg14−−−−→ S : ((S, T ), TRREQ, CertT ,

(S, A, X,B,C, Y, D, T ),
HMACNodelist,HMACRREP ).

where HMACNodelist = H(Nodelist,KAS).

• Step 14. At Node S
On receiving Msg14 as RREP(), Node S checks
the presence of ((S, T ), TRREQ) of Msg14 with
its monitor Table 7, computes H((S ‖ A ‖ X ‖
B ‖ C ‖ Y ‖ D ‖ T ),KSA) and compares
it with HMACNodelist of Msg14. If integrity
check fails, it rejects RREP(). Else, it verifies
CertT , using PubTTP . If verification fails, it
rejects RREP(). Else, it computes symmetric
secret key KST = PriS · PubT with respect to
target Node T using ECDH. Then, it computes
H((S ‖ T ‖ TRREQ ‖ Nodelist),KST ) and com-
pares with HMACRREP of Msg14. If integrity
check fails, Node S rejects RREP(). Else, it
confirms the received RREP() as valid and con-
tains plausible route. Further data transmission
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between Nodes S and T will be encrypted, us-
ing symmetric key KST (KTS) as both computed
the same at its end.

3) Traceability - Monitoring and Identification
Process
This process is part of route request and reply propa-
gation of our proposed design. In this process, target
node generates the route reply packet and sends it via
reverse of discovered path towards source node. Af-
ter sending the RREP(), sender node of the RREP()
monitors the forwarding nature of its downstream
neighbor node through promiscuous mode. It identi-
fies the malicious nature of its downstream neighbor
node, examining the 2-hop ID and Nodelist field of
the forwarded RREP(), as explained in Section 3.
Based on the inference, the sender node decides the
malicious behavior and broadcasts an alarm message.
In order to avoid intentional rumors of maliciousness,
we have added here alarm acceptance concept. Using
alarm acceptance message, upstream neighbor nodes
that already process RREP() endorse the validity of
the alarm message. In this way, intentional rumors
are avoided.

4 Attack Scenarios and Security
Analysis of the Proposed Proto-
col with respect to Ariadne and
EndairA

4.1 Analysis on the possibilities of ex-
ploiting hidden channels of Routing
Control Packets used in the Proposed
Protocol

In this section, we analyze the various possibilities of using
hidden channels of routing control packets of the proposed
protocol for worm-hole generation, during route discov-
ery process. Route request identifier, Nodelist and fields
which contain random values are generally exploited as
hidden channels of routing control packets, for achieving
hidden channel attacks. We present, here, our protocol’s
resilience design in preventing hidden channels of routing
control packets from embedding signatures in detail.

• Route Request Identifier: In our protocol, the
purpose of the route request identifier is replaced
with the combination of (source, destination) pair
and timestamp. Because they are unique enough to
differentiate various route requests. Hence, they can-
not be used to embed random signature information
for achieving hidden channel attacks.

• Nodelist: To achieve hidden channel attacks, adver-
sary embeds signature information on Nodelist field
of the RREP(). As per our protocol design, integrity

of Nodelist field of RREP() is verified by each inter-
mediate node. Forwarded RREP() is also monitored
by its upstream neighbor node, during route reply
propagation. Therefore, modification, in this field,
triggers upstream neighbor node to send an alarm
message, as per the adversarial model shown in Fig-
ure 2. Hence, it cannot be used as a hidden channel.

• HMAC: As per our protocol, HMAC fields cannot
be exploited as hidden channels, since they are ver-
ifiable by the receiving node, during RREQ() and
RREP() propagation, which is described in Section 3.

• Embedding Signature Information through
RREQ(): We examine the scenario as per Fig-
ure 2, wherein adversarial Node Y may generate a
RREQ() towards adversarial Node X, so as to em-
bed and transmit signature information to achieve
various types of worm-hole attacks.
There are two possibilities in this scenario:

1) In the first possibility, we assume that adversar-
ial Node Y generates fake RREQ() towards ad-
versarial Node X to embed signatures through
hidden channels of the fake RREQ(). Adver-
sary Y manipulates Nodelist and makes the tar-
get node to sign on non-plausible route during
RREQ() propagation. RREP(), which contains
non-plausible route, cannot be routed via nodes
C-B as per the proposed design. Therefore,
adversarial Node Y generates fake RREQ() to-
wards adversary X to embed the signature gen-
erated on non-plausible route. The generated
RREQ() looks as shown below.

Y → C : ((Y,X), TRREQ, CertY ,

(HMACC , ()), ()). (1)

In the above message, hidden channels are 4th
and 5th fields. 5th field of Equation (1) is
empty, as RREQ() is generated by Node Y and
nodes Y and C are in one-hop distance. There-
fore, Node Y cannot embed any information in
it. And due to the same reason, 4th field of
Equation (1) has only one HMAC entry and it
is verifiable at Node C as explained in Section 3.
If Node Y embeds signature, to achieve worm-
hole attack in 4th field, HMAC verification will
fail at Node C and it discards RREQ() gener-
ated by Node Y as per our protocol.

2) In the second possibility, we assume that
Node Y generates a RREQ(), to embed fake
signatures in its HMAC and Nodelist fields and
claims that it has originated from remote node.
In this case, the generated RREQ() looks as
shown below.

Y → C : (((remotenode, X), TRREQ,

Certremotenode, (HMACY , (2)
HMACC), (signatures, · · · ))).
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Let us consider the detailed description of
Section 3, with respect to Figure 4, and the
adversarial nature of Figure 5 for analyzing
this particular attack possibility. Adversarial
Nodes X and X(Y) of Figure 5 refer two com-
promised nodes but they use same identity and
the details of this attack may be seen from G [3].

In the Active 1-2 attack, both adversarial
Nodes X and X(Y) jointly forced the target
node to sign on Nodelsit (S,A,X,X(Y),D,T)
as a valid path, instead of Nodelsit
(S,A,X,B,C,X(Y),D,T). Target Node T gener-
ates RREP() and it reaches Node D without
rejection. In order to achieve the worm-hole
attack, Node X(Y) needs to include Nodes B-C
in the Nodelist so as to enable Nodes B and
C to forward RREP() towards S. As per our
protocol, Nodelist modification to be done by
Node X(Y) in RREP() will be identified by
Node D, as a routing misbehavior through its
promiscuous listening.

In the above situation, in order to achieve
the attack, Node X(Y) embeds signature
information in Nodelist field of newly gener-
ated RREQ() as shown in Equation (2) by
claiming that it has originated from remote
node. Therefore, Node X(Y) holds the original
RREP() without forwarding it to its down-
stream neighbor C. As per our adversarial
model, this behavior is modeled as malicious
and observed by Node D through promiscuous
mode.

Subsequently, Node D broadcasts Node X(Y)’s
malicious behavior by broadcasting alarm mes-
sage. Thus from the analysis based on our pro-
posed protocol, it is ensured that fake RREQ()
cannot be exploited as hidden channels for
achieving worm-hole attacks which are elabo-
rated further in Subsection 4.2.

As an alternative way to achieve the worm-hole
attacks, Node X(Y) encapsulates signature in-
formation through data packets and sends to
other end adversary X. After sending informa-
tion through data packets, Node X(Y) sends
the original RREP() to Node C to be con-
sidered as non-malicious. In the meantime,
fake route information reaches adversary X via
dataplane and it subsequently, unicasts non-
plausible route to source S. On the other side,
with respect to the attacker model shown in Fig-
ure 2, node X receives the original RREP() and
drops the same without forwarding further, in
order to achieve the attack. As per our protocol,
as an upstream neighbor node, Node B monitors

the non-forwarding nature of adversary X and
announces the same as misbehavior, by broad-
casting an alarm message. Therefore, as per our
protocol, hidden channels of the routing control
packets and dataplane transmission cannot be
exploited, for achieving attacks through concur-
rent route request messages.

4.2 Security Analysis

This section presents possible attack scenarios in Ariadne
and EndairA, during route discovery process and presents
results of security analysis of our protocol.

4.2.1 Active 1-2 Attack

This attack has been realized in a network configuration
as shown in Figure 5 and it is assumed that shaded nodes
are malicious. Detailed description of this attack is found
in [3]. Here, we explain the resilience design of our proto-
col, which prevents the use of hidden channels of routing
control packets in achieving this attack.

Figure 5: Active 1-2 attack model

This attack can be realized in two ways, by embedding
signatures in hidden channels of routing control packets
as follows:

• Embedding signatures in the original routing control
packets
Let us consider the message flows from Msg1 to
Msg5, described in Section 3, for analysis. To achieve
this attack, Node X(Y) (shown in red) removes
Nodes B-C from the actual Nodelist entries of Msg6
and sends Msg6′ to Node D, instead of Msg6 with
the appropriately computed HMACs.

X
Msg6′−−−−→ D : ((S, T ), TRREQ, CertS ,

(HMACY ,HMACD), (S,A, X)).

After receiving Msg6’ from Node X, Node D pro-
cesses the same, as illustrated in Step 2 of Section 3
and caches the required information in its monitor
table as shown in Table 15 except Nodelist field.

Table 15: Node D’s monitor table

Source, Target (S,T)
Timestamp TRREQ

2-hop ID X
Nodelist (S,A,X,X(Y),D,T)
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Then, Node D sends Msg7’ to Node T.

D
Msg7′−−−−→ T : ((S, T ), TRREQ, CertS ,

(HMACD,HMACT ), (S, A, X,X(Y )).

As a target node, Node T processes Msg7’ and caches
relevant information in its monitor table, as shown in
Table 16. Node T forms Msg8’ and sends the same,
as a RREP() to Node D.

T
Msg8′−−−−→ D : ((S, T ), TRREQ, CertT ,

(S,A, X,X(Y ), D, T ),
HMACNodelist,HMACRREP ).

After validating Msg8′, Node D fills Nodelist column
of Table 15 with Nodelist value of Msg8’. Later Node
D sends Msg9’ to Node X(Y).

D
Msg9′−−−−→ X(Y ) : ((S, T ), TRREQ, CertT ,

(S,A, X,X(Y ), D, T ),
HMACNodelist,HMACRREP ).

Node X(Y) (shown in red) being a malicious one,
alters Nodelist of Msg9’ by adding B-C with Nodel-
sit (S, A,X, X(Y ), D, T ) so as to route the RREP()
packet via Nodes B-C link, to achieve active 1-2 at-
tack. Therefore, Node X transmits Msg10’ to Node
C.

X(Y )
Msg10′−−−−−→ C : ((S, T ), TRREQ, CertT ,

(S,A, X, B, C, X(Y ), D, T ),
HMACNodelist,HMACRREP ).

As per our protocol design and adversarial model,
Node D overhears Msg10’ and compares the same
with the contents of Table 15. Specifically, it com-
pares the value of 2-hop ID stored in Table 15 against
destination ID of Msg10’ (i.e., node C) and finds a
mismatch. Since, Node X(Y) (shown in red) sends to
Node C instead of sending Node X (shown in black).
Node D, again, compares the value of Nodelist cap-
tured from Msg10’, against the Nodelist stored in Ta-
ble 15, by computing H(Nodelist) and, in this way,
the check fails due to change of Nodelist.

Based on the promiscuous listening, Node D ascer-
tains the differences in Nodelist and 2-hop ID at the
time of Node X(Y) (shown in red) transmits Msg10’.
Therefore, Node D ensures that Node X(Y) (shown
in red) transmits the modified RREP() packet to
Node C, instead of Node X (shown in black) via
backtracking with the help of Table 15. After find-
ing this discrepancy, Node D computes signature
σ = Sign(H(S, A, X,B,C, X(Y ), D, T ), P riD) and
formats alarm message, as given in Table 17 and
broadcasts the same to flood Node X(Y)’s (shown
in red) malicious activity in the network.

Table 16: Node T’s monitor table

Source, Target (S,T)
Timestamp TRREQ

2-hop ID X
Nodelist (S,A,X,X(Y),D,T)

Table 17: Alarm message sent by Node D

(Source,Target) (S,T)
Timestamp TRREQ

Malicious Node ID X
Modified Nodelist H(S,A,X,B,C,X(Y),D,T)
Signature σ
CertAlarmSender CertD

Nodes C, B, X, A, S and T including Node X(Y)
(shown in red) receive alarm message sent by Node D,
since it is a broadcast message. Node T performs Ver-
ify (H(Nodelist), PubD) using ECDSA by comput-
ing hash over Nodelist, which is present in Table 16.
PubD of Node D is obtained from CertD. This ver-
ification fails due to Nodelist mismatch. Because
Nodelist of Table 16 6= Nodelist of alarm message
is shown in Table 17. Thus, Node T confirms Node
X(Y)’s (shown in red) malicious activity, as it has al-
ready processed RREP() message. Subsequently, it
computes σ′ = Sign(H(S, A, X,X(Y ), D, T ), P riT )
by computing hash over Modified Nodelist stored in
Table 17 and formats alarm acceptance message as
shown in Table 18 and broadcasts the same.

Table 18: Alarm acceptance message sent by Node T

(Source,Target) (S,T)
Timestamp TRREQ

Signature σ′
CertAlarmAcceptanceSender CertT

Node C compares H(Nodelist) of Msg10’ with
H(ModifiedNodelist) of alarm message and their
integrity check fails. Also it verifies alarm message by
performing V erify(σ,H(ModifiedNodelist), PubD)
and the verification holds true. On receiving alarm
acceptance message from node T, node C performs
V erify(σ′,H(ModifiedNodelist), PubT ). It uses
the Modified Nodelist of alarm message and it suc-
ceeds. Therefore, node C confirms the malicious ac-
tivity of node X(Y) and removes it from its authen-
tic neighbor table and discards the RREP() packet.
Thus non-plausible route discovery is prevented in
the proposed protocol by protecting hidden channels.

• Embedding Signature in remote RREQ()
Let us assume that Node X(Y) (shown in red)
holds back the original RREP()(Msg9’ ) received
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from Node D and embeds signature (HMACRREP =
H(S ‖ T ‖ CertT ‖ TRREQ ‖ Nodelist,KTS) in
the Nodelist field of new RREQ() packet generated
at Node X(Y) (shown in red) and destined to Node
X (show in black). But Node X(Y) (shown in red)
claims that RREQ() has been originated at a remote
node so that it embeds signature in RREQ() Nodelist
field.

Once, Node X (shown in black) gets the
signature, generated on non-plausible route
(S,A, X,X(Y ), D, T ), it will be conveyed to
source S as valid path and hence this attack is
possible. As per our protocol described in Sec-
tion 4.1, adversary cannot use hidden channels
of RREQ() either originated at adversarial Node
X(Y) or claimed as originated from remote node
to embed fake signatures. Thus, proposed protocol
design prevents the use of hidden channels of routing
control packets to achieve this attack.

4.2.2 Active 2-2 Attack

This attack has been realized in a network configuration
as shown in Figure 6. Detailed description of this attack
can be found in [3]. Adversarial Nodes X and Y of Fig-
ure 6 jointly involved to achieve this attack. Here, we
examine this attack possibility scenario of our proposed
protocol. We consider specific message flows described in
Section 3 for analysis.

Figure 6: Active 2-2 attack model

The RREQ() propagation for the network configura-
tion, shown in Figure 6, is identical to message flows
described in Section 3 except few changes. In order to
achieve this attack, in our proposed protocol, Node Y
alters Msg6 into Msg6’ with appropriately computed
HMACs and sends the same to Node D.

Y
Msg6′−−−−→ D : ((S, T ), TRREQ, CertS ,

(HMACY ,HMACD), (S, A, X)).

where HMACD = H((HMACY ‖ X ‖ D),KY D).
It verifies Msg6’ and stores the relevant information in

its monitor table which is shown in Table 19.
Based on the received Msg6’, Node D generates Msg7’

and sends to Node T as RREQ().

D
Msg7′−−−−→ T : ((S, T ), TRREQ, CertS ,

(HMACD,HMACT ), (S,A, X, Y )).

where HMACT = H((HMACD ‖ Y ‖ T ),KDT ).

Table 19: Node D’s monitor table in Active 2-2 attack

Source, Target (S,T)
Timestamp TRREQ

2-hop ID X
Nodelist (S,A,X)

Node T verifies Msg7’ and stores the relevant informa-
tion in its monitor Table 20 and forms the RREP() by
signing (S,A,X,Y,D,T) as a Nodelist.

Table 20: Node T’s monitor table in Active 2-2 attack

Source, Target (S,T)
Timestamp TRREQ

2-hop ID Y
Nodelist (S,A,X,Y,D,T)

Therefore, Node T generates Msg8’ and sends the
same as RREP() to Node D, where HMACNodelist =
H((S||A||X||Y ||D||T ),KTD).

T
Msg8′−−−−→ D : ((S, T ), TRREQ, CertT , (S, A,X, Y, D, T ),

HMACNodelist,HMACRREP ).

Node D validates Msg8’ and replaces HMACNodelist

of Msg8’ with HMACNodelist = H((S ‖ A ‖ X ‖ Y ‖
D ‖ T ),KDY ) sends it to Node Y as Msg9’.

D
Msg9′−−−−→ Y : ((S, T ), TRREQ, CertT , (S, A,X, Y,D, T ),

HMACNodelist,HMACRREP ).

Node Y does not send Msg9’ as it is either to
Node B or to Node C. Hence, adversarial Node Y
modifies the Nodelist as either (S,A,X,B,Y,D,T) or
(S,A,X,C,Y,D,T) to enable either Node B or Node C
to forward RREP() through them in order to achieve
active 2-2 attack. Subsequently, Node Y sends either
Msg10’ as a RREP() to Node C, where HMACNodelist =
H((S||A||X||C||Y ||D||T ),KY C).

Y
Msg10′−−−−−→ C : ((S, T ), TRREQ, CertT ,

(S,A, X, C, Y, D, T ),
HMACNodelist,HMACRREP ).

or Msg11’ as a RREP() to Node B, where
HMACNodelist = H((S||A||X||C||Y ||D||T ),KY B).

Y
Msg11′−−−−−→ B : ((S, T ), TRREQ, CertT ,

(S,A, X, B, Y, D, T ),
HMACNodelist,HMACRREP ).

As per our protocol design, Node D listens the mes-
sages, forwarded by Node Y via promiscuous mode. Thus,
Node D has either Msg10’ or Msg11’ transmitted by
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Table 21: RREQ propagation as per Figure 7

S
RREQ1−−−−−−→ V :((S, D), TRREQ, CertS , HMACV , ())

V
RREQ2−−−−−−→ A:((S, D), TRREQ, CertS , HMACv, HMACA, {S})

A
RREQ3−−−−−−→ D:((S, D), TRREQ, CertS , HMACA, HMACD, {S, V })

V
RREQ4−−−−−−→ W :((S, D), TRREQ, CertS , HMACV , HMACW , {S})

W
RREQ5−−−−−−→ X:((S, D), TRREQ, CertS , HMACW , HMACX , {S, V })

X
RREQ6−−−−−−→ A:((S, D), TRREQ, CertS , HMACX , HMACA, {S, V, W})

A
RREQ7−−−−−−→ D:((S, D), TRREQ, CertS , HMACA, HMACD, {S, V, W, X})

Table 22: RREP propagation as per Figure 7

D
RREP1−−−−−→ A:((S, D), TRREQ, CertD, (HMACNodelist, HMACREPP ), (S, V, W, X, A, D))

A
RREP2−−−−−→ X:((S, D), TRREQ, CertD, (HMACNodelist, HMACRREP ), (S, V, W, X, A, D))

X
RREP3−−−−−→ W :((S, D), TRREQ, CertD, (HMACNodelist, HMACRREP ), (S, V, W, X, A, D))

W
RREP4−−−−−→ V :((S, D), TRREQ, CertD, (HMACNodelist, HMACRREP ), (S, V, W, X, A, D))

W
RREP5−−−−−→ X:((S, D), TRREQ, CertD, (HMACNodelist, HMACRREP ), (S, V, W, X, A, D))

Node Y. It compares H(Nodelist) and 2-hop ID values
of either Msg10’ or Msg11’ with the contents of Table 19.
The comparison fails due to discrepancy in Nodelist and
2-hop ID values.

As a result of this, Node D broadcasts an alarm mes-
sage as per the format shown in Table 5 where the value
of signature is either σ = Sign(H(S ‖ A ‖ X ‖ C ‖
Y ‖ D ‖ T ), P riD) or σ = Sign(H(S ‖ A ‖ X ‖ B ‖
Y ‖ D ‖ T ), P riD). This depends on Msg10’ or Msg11’.
Nodes T, C, B, X, A and Y receives the alarm message
due to its broadcast nature. Among these nodes, Node
T is an upstream node and sends alarm acceptance mes-
sage, after validating the alarm message as explained in
Section 4.2.1. On receiving alarm message, Node C or
B do not process the RREP() message sent, by Node Y,
until it receives alarm acceptance message from Node T.
In this manner, either Node C or B which receives the
alarm message confirms Node Y’s malicious activity after
validating alarm acceptance message. Rest of the nodes,
which receive alarm and alarm acceptance messages, pro-
cess them, according to the algorithm given in Section 2.5.

If the sender of an alarm message is the target node of
a route discovery process, then nodes which receive alarm
message do not expect alarm acceptance message, as there
are no upstream neighbors to send alarm acceptance mes-
sage.

If there is no upstream neighbor found after Node D
from the Nodelist, then Node C discards the RREP(),
based on the reception of alarm message and its valid-
ity. Nodes, that have Node Y as their authentic neigh-
bor, remove Node Y from their authentic neighborhood
table, based on the successful validation of alarm and/or
alarm acceptance messages. As per our security analysis,
Node Y cannot make use of either RREQ() originated
at its end or RREQ() claimed as originated by remote

node, to embed fake signatures in their hidden channels
to achieve non-plausible route discovery. Therefore, as
per our protocol design and the adversarial model under
consideration, hidden channels of routing control packets
cannot be used to achieve Active 2-2 attack.

4.2.3 Attack in the Signature Version of Ariadne

This attack has been realized in a network configuration
as shown in Figure 7. Detailed description of this attack
can be found in [8]. We analyze, here, the chances of
occurring this particular attack in our proposed proto-
col. As per the given network topology as in Figure 7,
actual RREQ() and RREP() message flows based on our
proposed protocol, are given in Tables 21 and 22.

Figure 7: Ariadne’s signature version attack model

In order to achieve this attack, adversary A of Figure 7
sends RREQ7′ to Node D, instead of RREQ7 as shown
in Table 21.

A
RREQ7′−−−−−→ D : (S, D, TRREQ, CertS ,

(HMACA,HMACD), (S, V, W )).

Node D verifies RREQ7’ and stores the relevant cre-
dentials in monitor Table 23.

Based on the received RREQ7’ Node D generates
RREP1’ which contains non-plausible path (S,V,W,A,D).
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Table 23: Monitor table of Node D in the attack of sig-
nature version of Ariadne

Source, Target (S,T)
Timestamp TRREQ

2-hop ID W
Nodelist (S,V,W,A,D)

Node D sends RREP1’ to Node A.

D
RREP1′−−−−−→ A : ((S, D), TRREQ, CertT ,

(S, V,W,A, D),HMACNodelist,

HMACRREP ).

In brief, the success of this attack lies in convinc-
ing Node S to accept the non-plausible path (S-V-W-
A-D) as a plausible one. In order to achieve this
attack, adversary A needs to send RREP1′ to node
V in the name of node W. To perform this, adver-
sary A, as per our protocol design, needs to compute
HMACNodelist = (H(S, V, W,A,D),KWV ). But it can-
not compute HMACNodelist. Because it is not aware of
symmetric key KWV and its security is based on ECDLP.
Computation of symmetric key requires the knowledge of
either PriW or PriV . But obtaining these private keys
from their respective public keys is equivalent to solving
the ECDLP.

Thus, adversary A cannot succeed in achieving this
attack, as per our protocol design. On the other
hand, we assume that adversary succeeds in computing
HMACNodelist and sends RREP1’ to node V in the name
of node W, and simultaneously this malfunction is iden-
tified by upstream Node D via proposed monitoring and
identification process. Thus, our protocol effectively pre-
vents this attack.

4.2.4 Hidden Channel Attack in EndairA

As per [7], hidden channel attack is discovered in
EndairA, by exploiting RREQ identifier, Nodelist and
other fields which carry random values. Tunneling at-
tack [10] is exploited in EndairA, with the help of two or
more adversarial nodes. The nature of this attack is simi-
lar to worm-hole attack. Based on the analysis described
in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, hidden channels of routing control
packets cannot be exploited in our protocol for achieving
hidden channel and tunneling attacks, due to flexibility of
HMAC and Nodelist verification, by the receiving node,
during RREQ() and RREP() propagation. Thus, the pro-
posed protocol is resilient to hidden channel and tunnel-
ing attacks. Apart from this, our proposed protocol is
resilient against replay attack, due to the usage of times-
tamp and impersonation, using certificate.

5 Formal Verification of the Pro-
posed Protocol Using Extended
BAN Logic and AVISPA

5.1 Proof Using Extended BAN Logic

BAN logic is an important formal tool to analyze the
correctness of an authentication protocol [6]. Extended
BAN logic incorporates additional logic and constructs,
for public key cryptography [27]. Hence, we apply ex-
tended BAN logic to formally verify our protocol, as it
integrates end-to-end authentication and key agreement
with secure route discovery process.

To avoid subtle design flaws, correctness of the pro-
posed protocol is verified in terms of

• achieving mutual authentication and key agreement
between source and target nodes, during the route
discovery process;

• validating the integrity of the received route request
and route reply messages among one-hop neighbors;
and

• ensuring the data origin authenticity and integrity of
the route reply packet at source.

BAN logic constructs and inference rules, used to prove
our protocol, is given in appendix A. We formally verify
the following goals of the proposed protocol.

1) achieving mutual authentication between nodes S
and T; [Derived in Equations (3) and (5)]

2) believing the symmetric key shared with target
Node T by Node S as an initiator of the route dis-
covery process; [Shown in Equation (4)]

3) achieving data origin authenticity and integrity of the
received route request message among one-hop neigh-
bors; and [Shown in Equations (6) and (7)]

4) achieving data origin authenticity and integrity of the
RREP packet at source S. [Shown in Equation (8)]

We consider, here, the relevant message flows of Sec-
tion 3 with respect to Figure 4. These are shown in Ta-
ble 24 and are used to deduce the above mentioned goals
using extended BAN logic. HMACs’ of Table 24 are de-
fined in Table 25.

Idealized forms of messages that appear in Table 24
are given in Table 26.

5.1.1 Initial State Assumptions

1) S |≡| PubS−−−−→ S. It’s natural for Node S to believe the
public key of itself.

2) S |≡| PubT T P−−−−−−→ TTP ; As Node S is registered with
TTP, it has the public key of TTP and believes the
same.
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Table 24: Relevant message flows

Msg1 = S → A:{(S, T ), TRREQ, CertS , { HMACA, () }, {}}
Msg2 = A → X:{(S, T ), TRREQ, CertS , {HMACA, HMACX}, {S}}
Msg7 = D → T :{(S, T ), TRREQ, CertS , {HMACD, HMACT }, {S, A, X, B, C, Y }}
Msg8 = T → D:{(S, T ), TRREQ, CertT , HMACNodelist, HMACRREP , {S, A, X, B, C, Y, D, T}}
Msg14 = A → S:{(S, T ), TRREQ, CertT , HMACNodelist, HMACRREP , {S, A, X, B, C, Y, D, T}}

Table 25: Expansions of HMACs used in Table 24

HMACS of Msg1 is defined as H{S ‖ T ‖ TRREQ ‖ CertS ‖ A}KSA

HMACX of Msg2 is defined as H{HMACA ‖ S ‖ X}KAX

HMACNodelist of Msg8 is defined as H{TRREQ ‖ S ‖ A ‖ X ‖ B ‖ C ‖ Y ‖ D ‖ T, KTD}

3) TTP |≡ ∏
(PriTTP ). TTP believes that it has a

good private key PriTTP .

4) S |≡ T =⇒ T
KST←−−→ S.

5) T |≡ S =⇒ S
KT S←−−→ T . Based on the specification

of the protocol, symmetric key is generated between
source and target of the route discovery process, us-
ing ECDH. So both nodes S and T control symmetric
key KST (KTS).

6) S |≡ T
KST←−−→ S. Node S believes the symmetric key

KST which is produced by itself.

7) T |≡ PubT−−−→ T . It’s natural for Node T to believe the
public key of itself.

8) T |≡| PubT T P−−−−−→ TTP . As Node T is registered with
TTP, it has the public key of TTP and believes the
same.

9) T |≡ S
KT S←−−→ T . Node T believes the symmetric key

KTS which is produced by itself.

10) TC {(S, T ), TRREQ, CertS , {HMAC,HMAC},
{Nodelist}}. CertS is like a digital certificate issued
by TTP which contains certificate statement PubS .
So that,

11) T C σ(PubS , P riTTP ). From 2, 3 and by message
meaning rule (2) for public key mentioned in Ap-
pendix A, it can be deduced that

12) T |≡ TTP |∼ PubS hence, it implies

T |≡PubS7→ S. (3)

From 6 it can be deduced that

13) S |≡ T |∼ {S KST←−−→ T , (S, T ), TRREQ, CertT ,
HMACRREP , Nodelist} except HMACNodelist as
it is generated by its one-hop neighbor Node A.

14) SC {(S, T ), TRREQ, CertT , HMACNodelist,
HMACRREP , Nodelist}.

15) SC {S KT S←−−→ T , (S, T ), TRREQ, CertT ,
HMACNodelist, {HMACRREP }KTS , Nodelist}.
From 6, 15 and message meaning rule of 1 mentioned
in Appendix A, it can be deduced that

16) S |≡ T |∼ {S KST←−−→ T , (S, T ), TRREQ, CertT ,
HMACRREP , {Nodelist}}. According to the fresh-
ness rule mentioned in Appendix A, it can be deduced
that

17) S |≡ #{S KST←−−→ T , (S, T ), TRREQ, CertT ,
HMACRREP , {Nodelist}}. According to nonce ver-
ification rule mentioned in Appendix A, it can be
deduced from 16 and 17 that

18) S |≡ T |≡ {S KT S←−−→ T , (S, T ), TRREQ, CertT ,
HMACNodelist, {HMACRREP }KTS , {Nodelist}}.
According to the jurisdiction rule mentioned in Ap-
pendix A, it can be deduced from 18 and assumption
4 that

S |≡ S
KT S←−−→ T. (4)

From the idealized message format V, it is sure that
S can see the message sent by Node T.

19) SC{S KT S←−−→ T , (S, T ), TRREQ, CertT ,
H{Nodelist}KAS , H{S ‖ T ‖ TRREQ ‖ CertT ‖
Nodelist}KTS , Nodelist}. CertT is like a digital
certificate issued by TTP which contains certificate
statement PubT . So that,

20) S C σ(PubT , P riTTP ). From 2, 3 and by message
meaning rule of 2 for public key mentioned in Ap-
pendix A, it can be deduced that

21) S |≡ TTP |∼ PubT hence, it implies

S |≡PubT7→ T. (5)

Mutual authentication is performed by validating
public keys of nodes S and T and is derived at Equa-
tions (3) and (5). Moreover, as an initiator of the
route discovery process, node S believes that it has
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Table 26: Idealized messages

I : S→A : {(S, T ), TRREQ, CertS , (H{S ‖ T ‖ TRREQ ‖ CertS ‖ A}KSA), {}, {}}

II : A→X : {(S, T ), TRREQ, CertS , (H{S ‖ T ‖ TRREQ ‖ CertS ‖ A}KSA), (H{HMACA ‖ S ‖ X ‖}KAX), {S}}

III : D→T : {(S, T ), TRREQ, CertS , (H{H{H{H{H{H{}KSA}KAX}KXB}KBC}KCY }KY D = AccumulatedHash),

(H{AccumulatedHash ‖ Y ‖ T}KDT ), {S, A, X, B, C, Y }}

IV : T→D : {(S, T ), TRREQ, CertT , (H{Nodelist}KTD), (H{S ‖ T ‖ TRREP ‖ CertT ‖ Nodelist}KTS), {S, A, X, B, C, Y, D, T}}

V : A→S : {(S, T ), TRREQ, CertT , (H{Nodelist}KAS), (H{S ‖ T ‖ TRREP ‖ CertT ‖ Nodelist}KTS), {S, A, X, B, C, Y, D, T}}

shared a symmetric key with target node T and is de-
rived at 20. From the idealized message format I of
Table 26, it is sure that node A can see the message
sent by node S.

22) AC {S KSA←−−→ A, (S, T ), TRREQ, CertS ,
{HMAC}KSA, (), {Nodelist}}

23) AC {S KSA←−−→ A, (S, T ), TRREQ, CertS ,
(H{S||T ||TRREQ||Certs||A}KSA)}. It can be de-
duced from 22, 24 and by message meaning rule of
1,

A |≡ S |∼ {S KSA←−−→ A, (S, T ), TRREQ, CertS ,

(H{S||T ||TRREQ||Certs||A}KSA), (),
{Nodelist}}. (6)

Integrity assurance of the route request packet be-
tween authentic one-hop neighbor nodes (A and S)
is derived at Equation (6). From the idealized mes-
sage format II of Table 26, it is ensured that Node
X can see the message sent by Node A. As per the
assumptions, in subsection B of Section 3, authentic
neighbors share a symmetric key among themselves.
So that,

24) A |≡ X
KXA←−−→ A.

25) XC {A KAX←−−→ X (S, T ), TRREQ, CertS , H{S ‖
T ‖ TRREQ ‖ CertS ‖ A}KSA, H{HMACS ‖ S ‖
X}KAX , Nodelist}. By applying message meaning
rule of 1 mentioned in Appendix A on 24 and 25, it
can be deduced that

X |≡ A |∼ {H{S ‖ T ‖
TRREQ ‖ CertS ‖ A}KSA, (S)}. (7)

Integrity of received route request message sent by
Node A is achieved at Node X and is derived at 7.
By applying message meaning rule of 1, mentioned
in Appendix A on 6 and 19 it can be deduced that

S |≡ T |∼ {(S, T ), TRREQ, CertT , Nodelist}. (8)

Integrity of the route reply packet sent by Node T is
achieved at Node S and is derived at Equation (8).

5.2 AVISPA Model Checking Through
HLPSL

Chun Chen et al. [9] have strongly argued the use of
AVISPA [4], in testing the security protocols by men-
tioning that“AVISPA is a powerful tool with industrial
strength technology for the analysis of different Internet
security protocols and applications. The security proto-
cols, standardized by the Internet engineering task force
(IETF), have been analyzed by the AVISPA community,
and, indeed, some of the protocols have been found to be
flawed”. Moreover, several proposals [5, 9], on security,
are validated using AVISPA.

AVISPA consists of independently developed but in-
terconnected modules. A protocol designer specifies the
protocol with the security properties, which the protocol
is supposed to achieve. It is a role-based formal language
that allows specifying data structures, intruder models,
complex security properties, different cryptographic prim-
itives and their algebraic properties.

AVISPA translates the specified HLPSL model of the
security protocol into an intermediate format IF. This is
the input of several backends that are integrated into
the AVISPA framework: SATMC,OFMC,Cl-Atse and
TA4SP [4]. This is the base on which we have preferred
to use AVISPA model checker for the evaluation of the
proposed protocol. Therefore, we have modeled the route
reply phase of the proposed protocol, using HLPSL be-
cause adversarial nodes manipulate particularly Nodelist
and 2-hop ID fields of the RREP() to achieve routing mis-
behavior. In order to verify the authentication and secu-
rity properties of the proposed protocol, we have modeled
three roles such as source node, next hop (intermediate
node) and target node of the route discovery process. The
security properties, mainly data integrity and authentic-
ity of the RREQ and RREP messages between source,
and, next hop nodes, and also between source and target
nodes, are modeled using HLPSL. And it is verified us-
ing AVISPA’s OFMC and CL-AtSe back ends. And the
outputs are shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Results reported by OFMC and CL-Atse back-
ends of AVISPA

6 Performance Analysis

Computational cost of the proposed protocol is measured,
separately, at source, intermediate and target nodes,based
on the number of energy intensive operations involved
during the route discovery process. Here, based on the
result of [25], we consider signature generation, verifica-
tion and scalar multiplication operations which are energy
intensive. Based on our performance analysis, we have
compared the computational overhead at source, inter-
mediate and target nodes for the proposed protocol, with
respect to Ariadne [15] and EndairA [3] and the results
are shown in Tables 27, 28 and 29.

Table 27: Computational overhead at source level

Proposed Ariadne [15] EndairA [3]

No. of SG - - -
No. of SV 1 α + 1 α + 1
No. of SM 1 - -
No. of KH 3 1 -

Figure 9: Computational overhead at source node

In Ariadne [15], each intermediate node generates sig-
nature while forwarding RREQ(). Target node generates
digital signature over the previous signatures, which have
been generated by intermediate nodes. Source needs to

Table 28: Computational overhead at ith intermediate
node level

Proposed Ariadne [15] EndairA [3]

No. of SG - 1 1
No. of SV - - i
No. of SM - - -
No. of KH 4 - -

Figure 10: Computational overhead at intermediate node

verify all the signatures to ensure the correctness of the
discovered route. There is no monitoring mechanism em-
ployed in Ariadne for detecting routing misbehaviour.

In contrast to Ariadne, EndairA [3] employs signature
generation at each intermediate node, during RREP()
propagation. Each intermediate node verifies all the sig-
natures, generated by its predecessors during RREP()
propagation. Finally, source node needs to verify all those
signatures, to assure the validity of the discovered path.
And there is no design proposal to monitor the routing
misbehavior.

6.1 Total Computational Cost

We have calculated the total computational overhead to
establish a route of N nodes based on the proposed pro-
tocol and compared it with Ariadne and EndairA.

1) Proposed protocol
(2 ∗ Scalar MultiplicationCost + 2 ∗
Sign V erifyCost + (N−2)∗4 ·Keyed HashCost+
6 ∗Keyed HashCost).

2) Ariadne
((2 ∗ (N − 2) + 1) ∗ Sign V erifyCost + (N − 1) ∗
Sign GenCost).

3) EndairA
((N − 1) ∗ Sign GenCost +

∑ N−1
i=1 i ∗

Sign V erifyCost).

Table 30 summarizes the evaluation outcome of the
proposed protocol against Ariadne and EndairA [3, 15],
with respect to computational simplicity, scalability and
resilience to various attack scenarios. In the proposed
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Table 29: Computational overhead at target node level

Proposed Ariadne [15] EndairA[3]

No. of SG - 1 1
No. of SV 1 α -
No. of SM 1 - -
No. of KH 3 1 -

Figure 11: Computational overhead at target node

work, computational simplicity is measured in terms of
less number of energy intensive cryptographic operations
employed, during route discovery process. Scalability al-
lows the flexibility for a new node to join in the network
and to establish unique symmetric keys with other ex-
isting nodes and traceability refers the capability of the
proposed protocol in identifying and precluding the aber-
rant nodes, during the route discovery process.

7 Discussion

Based on the analysis of the proposed protocol design,
with respect to well known attacks and computational
overhead, here, we brief several interesting observations:

Our unicast protocol design ensures source authen-
ticity and integrity for route request, and route reply
messages in a hop-by-hop level. This prevents worm
hole, hidden channel and tunneling attacks during
route discovery whereas Ariadne does not protect hidden
channels in a hop-by-hop level. EndairA does not provide
hop-by-hop level source authenticity and integrity for
route request messages. This enables adversaries to
exploit routing control packets as hidden channels.

Though our unicast approach incurs communication
overhead, it avoids flooding and can be included with
location based routing concept for effective utilization
and this will be considered for future research work.

Our protocol design protects hidden channels of
RREQ() and RREP() packets and proposed monitoring
design identifies, and avoids maliciously behaving nodes
during route reply propagation, whereas Ariadne and
EndairA do not have such design.

Security analysis of the proposed protocol design has
a profound impact on the resilience of various identified
attacks as explained in Section 5. Formal verification,
through extended BAN logic and AVISPA, ensures its
correctness.

From the total computation cost presented in Sec-
tion 6, it is observed that, in proposed protocol, the
keyed hash computation depends on N (number of
nodes on the established route) whereas in Ariadne and
EndairA, signature generation and verification operations
depend on N, and they are energy intensive, compared to
keyed hash [25]. Figures 9, 10 and 11 illustrate the same.

The proposed protocol design has unfolded several ar-
eas for future work. Identification of false positive nodes
in the monitoring and identification design is one such
area of research which is beyond the scope of this research
attempt.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a secure route discov-
ery protocol to prevent hidden channel and worm hole
attacks. In our protocol, authentic neighborhood concept
is introduced to secure routing control packets. Trace-
ability concept, defined in our protocol, uses promiscuous
mode to detect and analyze routing misbehavior and iso-
late adversarial nodes. Authentication and key agreement
between source and target are integrated in the route dis-
covery process and hence, end-to-end mutual authenticity
and data confidentiality are achieved. The most impor-
tant factor, here, is that the proposed protocol not only
prevents hidden channel attacks but also finds a plausible
route between source and target. Therefore it can be ap-
plied in any wireless network in general and MANET in
particular, which specifies privacy as a Quality of Service
requirement. We have analyzed the security efficiency of
the proposed protocol through formal verification meth-
ods such as extended BAN logic and AVISPA toolkit.
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Appendix A:

BAN and Extended BAN Logic Con-
structs

• S |≡ X: S believes X;

• S C X: S sees X;

• S |∼ X: S once said X;

• S =⇒ X: S has jurisdiction over X;

• #(X): X is fresh;

• XK : X encrypted with key K;

• S
KST←−−→ T : S and T may use a secret key KST ;

• Π(PriTTP ): TTP has a good private key PriTTP ;

• µ(X,KST ): Keyed MAC (HMAC) calculated using
key KST ;

• σ(X, PriTTP ): X signed with TTP’s private key
PriTTP ;

• PKT7→ T : PKT is a public key for T;

• ℘κ(TTP, PubTTP ): TTP has associated a good pub-
lic key PubTTP ;

BAN Logic Inference Rules

• Message Meaning Rule 1: S believes S
KST←−−→ T

∧ S received X{KST } −→ S believes T said X

• Message Meaning Rule 2: S believes
℘κ(TTP, PubTTP ) ∧ S believes Π(PriTTP ) ∧
S sees σ(X, PriTTP ) −→ S believes TTP said X

• Nonce verification Rule 1: S believes fresh (X)
∧ S believes T said X −→ S believes T believes X

• Jurisdiction Rule 1: S believes T controls X ∧
S believes T believes X −→ S believes X

• Belief Conjuncatenation Rule 1: S believes X
∧ S believes Y −→ S believes (X,Y )

• Belief Conjuncatenation Rule 2: S believes T
believes (X, Y ) −→ S believes T believes X

• Belief Conjuncatenation Rule 3: S believes T
said (X,Y ) −→ S believes T said X

• Freshness Conjuncatenation 1: S believes fresh
(X) −→ S believes fresh (X, Y )

• Receiving Rules: Seeing is receiving 1: S be-
lieves S

K←→ T ∧ S received {X}K −→ S received
X

• Receiving Rules: Seeing is receiving 2: S be-
lieves S

KST←−−→ T ∧ S sees µ(X,KST ) −→ S believes
T said X
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